>>> REVIEWS OF PAST WORKS
/// “Nana Biluš Abaffy’s anarchic Post Reality Vision… presented complex visions of how the inherently organisational practice
of choreography might produce revelatory states of chaos.” [UN MAGAZINE] ///
/// “A VISION FROM BEYOND CHAOS - Nana Biluš Abaffy stands out among peers for making movement-based pieces that
draw chiefly from experimental theatre.” [THE AGE] ///
/// “What we see here is a kind of staged counter-insurgency. Post Reality Vision proposes an assault against the palaces of
representation and a disruption of the mediated gaze. The corporeal is asserted in all its awkwardness… it’s a comic but
nonetheless sincere attempt by the performers to reclaim autonomy over their own objectification... there are moments of comic
delicacy, too. Biluš Abaffy is so light on her feet. And her gestures have a kind of exaggerated expressivity. An ironic intensity.”
[WITNESS PERFORMANCE] ///
/// “Nana Biluš Abaffy has work to do, and those in her immediate vicinity best beware. A puss in boots who will walk all over
contemporary forms of representation, Abaffy’s boots are mad for walking... this wry performance is also an ironic commentary
upon artistic stasis and, despite an apparent shambolic form, is nicely tuned and structured in a deceptively disciplined manner.
Like Plato’s cave, this performance lingers in the mind as a statement about the potential for art to dispel tedium - in art’s struggle
with death - and the barely concealed terror of being alive...” [TONY RECK REVIEWS] ///
/// “Sometimes art can sweep you off your feet and take you somewhere magical, this performance is one such occasion… Post
Reality Vision, created by Nana Biluš Abaffy, is a ludicrously fun affair, a manage-a-trois between three virile dancers, who slip
effortlessly between the roles of protagonist, antagonist and art director.” [MELBOURNE CRITIQUE] ///
/// “… very impressed by the intensity of Nana's talent. One of the most valuable events in the professional life of a curator is
when you see the work that is so innovative that it is still in its pre-figurative state, not fitting into any of existing trends or
formats. I believe that Nana is such a pre-trend setter, an early sign of an artistic approach that might become a trademark of the
new generation of artists. It is characterized by intensity and fragility of performative presence; open and fluid format of the work
that allows for indefinite number of variations; and refusal to produce formalized statements in favor of communicating through
mechanisms of affect and empathy. The work draws on a wide range of influences, from philosophical texts to the post-internet
wildness of imagery; and it feels like an embodiment of newness.” [EVA NEKLYAEVA, CURATOR SANTARCANGELO
FESTIVAL] ///
/// “strong poetic badass work” [MEG STUART, CHOREOGRAPHER] ///
/// “We need dance that initiates revolution not Orphic neophytes. We need dance that emerges from a clear practice of social and
political engagement. What value is a momentary liberation of the senses? Why not work for a permanent liberation? …
The Secretive Dance Team creates site-specific live performances incorporating urban and natural landscapes and found interiors
into expansive if enigmatic dance dramas full of strenuous and fantastical posturing and passages of anarchy. Miracle in Aisle 6
was the group’s third production, it was performed only once, and was not supported by any funding or presenting organisation.
And it was free. We go to a place, not to an institution. Or, if the place is an institution, it is not that sort of institution… A waxing
moon. Grey buildings. An audience that does not recognise itself. And then – a tableau no-one could anticipate. And then –
movements, thoughts, feelings, actions… Chaos is a key ingredient in all Secretive Dance Team performances. Dancers
sometimes appear carried away by the thrill of performing somewhere they shouldn’t be performing. There is much recklessness
and occasional bursts of violence… It is good to be outside the supermarket. It is good to be outside the church... watching cosmic
secrets unfold, outlined bodies radiating to the stars. ” [ASSEMBLING THE POLITICAL, DANCEHOUSE DIARY] ///
/// “performed in an obscure zone neither public nor private… What is at stake for the secretive dancer, and for her audience, is
never clear, and perhaps never can be clear... A genuine reconciliation of the two tribes, audience and performer... What to say,
except that it is – against all probability – a beautiful, natural moment… A dream, past the wit of man to say what dream it was.”
[NEANDELLUS] ///
/// “Ingmar Bergman has risen from the grave” [CHRIS BOYD, PERFORMANCE CRITIC] ///
/// “an elaborate performance poem for four voices, a surreal fantasy and an installation-immersion... It's this kind of detail, the
extension of the theatrical experience, that makes Psychoknot Theatrics stand out as a serious company, a team capable of pushing
boundaries and breaking new ground.” [TIME OUT] ///
/// “the obliterating cure of Psychoknot Theatrics… extremist anti-theatre… this is no doubt a company which puts itself on the
absolute outer margin of theatrical playfulness.” [DAILY REVIEW] ///
/// “an excitingly devastating emotional journey.” [HECKLER] ///
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[October 2019, Giardino Segreto Gallery, Milan]
Nana Biluš Abaffy & Parvin Saljoughi
Live performance 8th October, work on display until November 21st
Giardino Segreto Gallery (Palazzo Durini Caproni di Taliedo)
Curated by Gea Politi and Daniele Balice, as part of the exhibition "Rooze Mabada"
Supported by Flash Art Magazine; ITC Ethical Fashion Initiative; Centrale Fies Art Work Space

GREEN NASIM

[July 2019, Live Works, Drodesera Festival, Italy]
Nana Biluš Abaffy & Parvin Saljoughi
An experimental choreographic work set inside a hijacked cinema screening a live as yet unfinished documentary. Inspired in part by the strange story of Nasim Aghdam, a prolific
youtube video artist, immigrant and animal rights activist who took her own life following a violent incident at the US youtube headquarters over censorship allegations in 2018.
Curated by Daniel Blanga Gubbay, Barbara Boninsegna, Simone Frangi
Selected as part of the Live Works Performance Award
Commissioned and supported by Centrale Fies Art Work Space/Drodesera

POST REALITY VISION
[private parts one to three]

[March 2019, Dance Massive Festival, Dancehouse Melbourne]
Choreography + Visual Concept: Nana Biluš Abaffy
Performance + Set Construction: Nana Biluš Abaffy, Milo Love, Geoffrey Watson
Lights + Production Manager: Meri Leeworthy
Set Construction Assistants: Rohan Forster, Jasmine Carissa
This experimental choreographic work is an investigation into the reality of the body — a
rapidly unfolding danse macabre unpicking the philosophical underpinnings of the
aestheticised human form. The work examines the visionary body and the body as a vision,
using as its inspiration the strange discovery that Michelangelo's only known self portrait is
in the form of St Bartholomew's skin — a saint who was crucified upside down, skinned alive
and beheaded. POST REALITY VISION is about the confrontation of the body vs all the unreality we have built, presenting the body as proof that reality still exists.
“Almost every drawing is covered in a welter of lines and shapes and stories whose overall
decorative effect is as potent as its individual moments of virile vision… We tend to think of
draftsmen as constantly paring back from their first thoughts, as finding order and form in
chaos. But with Michelangelo there’s often more addition than erasure… Which tiny muscle,
lymph node or tear duct was not worthy of attention? Each one deserved to be set down on
paper from any number of angles, generating an overflow of schemata whose rendering
threatened to rip holes in the sheet… To truly come to grips with the world is to get lost in its
plenitude” - Blake Gopnik on Michelangelo
Duration: 50 minutes
Video: https://youtu.be/7ODQAWAlLUc



Commissioned by Dancehouse and Dance Massive Festival. The 25 minute prelude to this
piece was a finalist in the 2018 Keir Choreographic Award, presented by Dancehouse
Melbourne and Carriageworks Sydney; supported by The Keir Foundation; and the Australian
Government through the Australia Council for the Arts. This work has also received further
support from Dancehouse; and the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria.

105: INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE CREATIVELY MALADJUSTED
[July 2018, Santarcangelo Festival, Italy]

CREATION + TEXT: Nana Biluš Abaffy
PERFORMANCE: Nana Biluš Abaffy + Milo Love + Geoffrey Watson
105 is a dance for three in one hundred and something movements. It is about the worship of a shoulder, and the disappearance and then reappearance of that shoulder. And
then that wrist. It is about how similar the dead look to the sleeping. And about crime scene dioramas and biblical triptychs coming in and out of focus. In this experimental
choreographic work, Zagreb born Melbourne based artist Nana Biluš Abaffy creates an embodied mental universe in which the movement and collapse of psychic desire is
traced between three dancers, an audience, and an almost touchable vision.



Producer: Roslyn Helper/Underbelly Arts
Duration 80 minutes
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/7PvBhyYdX0U
Commissioned by Santarcangelo Festival. An iteration of this work was originally commissioned by Underbelly Arts Lab and Festival. It has been supported by Melbourne
Festival of Live Art; Phillip Adams BalletLab / Temperance Hall; the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria; and Zagreb Dance Center.

POST REALITY VISION [part zero]

[March 2018, Dancehouse + Carriageworks, Keir Choreographic Award]
Choreography: Nana Biluš Abaffy
Performance: Nana Biluš Abaffy + Milo Love + Geoffrey Watson
Of all the plethora of images and artefacts we have at our disposal – to place in front of all this the body – it’s so simple it's almost confusing. The work is interested in the
confrontation of the body vs all the un-reality we've built. The presentation of the body as proof that reality exists.
Of all the plethora of images and artefacts we have at our disposal – to place in front of all this the body – it’s so simple it's almost confusing. This work is interested in the
confrontation of the body vs all the un-reality we've built. The presentation of the body as proof that reality still exists.
The piece is inspired by the brutal dance marathons of the great depression, where contestants danced continuously for up to 7 months, an early form of reality tv where
audience could come and go 24 hours a day to watch. The unemployed entered the competition because they were given food but had to keep dancing while they ate it. They
were only allowed to sleep for 10 minutes at a time so many went crazy committed suicide or died of exhaustion. This piece is also about the strange discovery that
Michelangelo's only known self portrait is in the form of St Bartholemew's skin, a saint who was crucified upside down, skinned alive and beheaded. It's about VR feeling more
real than R. About VR empathy, public beheadings and the toppling of one image of power with another. But still getting lost in the plenitude of the human form.
Duration: 25 minutes
Video: https://youtu.be/JRohlVk1jX8
This work was a finalist in the Keir Choreographic Award, and was commissioned by the Keir Foundation; Dancehouse Melbourne; and Carriageworks Sydney; with further support
from the Australian Government through the Australia Council for the Arts.

100 & 3: INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE
CREATIVELY MALADJUSTED
[October 2017, Women's Prison, Underbelly Arts Festival]

Creation + Text: Nana Biluš Abaffy
Performance: Nana Biluš Abaffy + Milo Love + Geoffrey Watson, with Eugene Choi, Marcus
Whale & Anubis
Part two of the WikiHow on How to Drop Out of Society is about how to survive in the woods. To
this we say no. We don’t want to live in the woods right now, and, furthermore, we don’t want
to learn, in part three, about how to dig our own animal traps and toilet – what we really want is
to stay right here and build our own society.
Join the International Society for the Creatively Maladjusted as they begin preparations for an
actionable blueprint for a fully functional new counter society. (Only sensitive people are
allowed in.) The entry process will be conducted through a highly competitive talent quest and
hierarchical competition for who has the best emotion.
Duration: 60 minutes
Commissioned by Underbelly Arts Lab and Festival; with further support from the Victorian
Government through Creative Victoria; and Zagreb Dance Center.

https://youtu.be/sy85s4hF-Nk

http://secretivedanceteam.xn--69q.world/the-miracle-in-isle-6.html

http://psychoknottheatrics.xn--69q.world/there-was-smoke-in-the-sky-he-said.html

